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A.S. endorses new traffic lights
Gate
arms
cause
debate
By Vivian Bejarin
DAIL\

WRITH2

San Jose State University’s Associated
Students passed two resolutions acknowledging the need for a traffic light on Ninth
and San Fernando streets and Eighth and
San Salvador streets. Both resolutions
were passed April 2.
Akbar Shetty, A.S. Vice Chair and
Director of Governing Affairs, said members of A.S. initiated the writing of the resolution after a presentation was made by
members of the California State Employees Association and the San Jose State
University Labor Council.
"The resolution is a very powerful docu-

Garage barriers
obstruct exits,
students say

"The resolution is a very powerful
document. It represents the sentiment
of the students."

Akbar Shetty, A.S. vice chair and director of governing affairs

ment," Shetty said. "It represents the sentiment of the students."
According to a copy of the resolution, on
Eighth and San Salvador streets, there
has been a total of 24 accidents between
1990 and 2000. On Ninth and San Fernando, there have been 17 accidents in the last

10 years.
To resolve this issue, A.S. requested
that the university and the city "jointly
finance the installation of a traffic light at
these two intersections," according to the
A.S. resolution.
Linda Reeves, a member of the labor

council, said she was surprised to hear
that A.S. was finally getting involved in
the fight for the traffic light.
Reeves has been one of the forces
behind the initiative to get a light placed
at Fourth and San Fernando.
After placing unreturned calls to A.S.
President Leo Davila, Reeves and Steve
Sloan, president of the California State
Employment Association, decided to make
a presentation at an A.S. open forum meeting, Reeves said.
"We received no support in either the
petitioning or bodies from A.S. on the issue
of the light," Reeves said. "Therefore, we
See

International students continue struggle
Increased fee
plan results in
another protest

Karen Kabiling
1)%111 SI \I-1-

They’re long, they’re woody, and
they cost six bucks.
The devices can be find anywhere from airports to shopping
malls and even at San Jose State
University.
"They’re designed to break easily
and snap right off because students
sometimes get stuck behind them,"
said Sgt. John Laws, the University
Police Department support services
division.
These are called gate arms.
They’re those mechanical devices
that let drivers in and out the parking garages, however, lately many
students have noticed how the safety mechanism has caused more and
more trouble for student drivers.
Jennifer Leung, a computer science major, said they aren’t useful
at all.
"It doesn’t even work most of the
time," Leung said. "You might as
well break it."
But she said she knows they are
necessary for crossing pedestrians.
Found in the entrance and exit
of the Fourth Street garage, in the
exit of the 10th Street garage and
in the back ramp of the Seventh
Street garage, the university
intends to keep the devices to help
regulate traffic and to keep drivers
from entering the wrong way, Laws
said.
Despite the occasional problems,
such as the sudden malfunction
where drivers cannot pass through,
Laves said the gate arms do serve a
specific purpose: safety.
The $6 cost of replacing the gate
arms targets the issue of safety.
"We don’t want people running
over pedestrians," he said.
The garage arms may scrape off
a little paint. but won’t cause any
damage on cars, Laws said.
If a gate arm malfunctions, Laws
said a UPD or garage attendant can
easily fix the problem because the
gate arms aren’t made of strong
wood.
There IS a specific point where
the wood will snap so attendants
can easily rimedy the situation
without causing injury, he said.
Many students and faculty members disagree.
See ARMS. Page 6
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Ignacio Oribe, an international student from Uruguay, waved a Brazilian flag as he led a group of students who protested the
increase in summer fees for international students. The new fees will force international students to pay $1,063 for three units, a $91
per unit increase.

See

PROTEST. Page 6

Engineers cement skills at canoe competition
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The concept of climbing into a canoe
made of concrete and paddling away without sinking like a rock may sound a little
far-fetched.
But that is exactly what San Jose State
University civil engineering students did
during a regional competition at Davis
during the weekend.
The American Society of Civil Engineers from SJSU placed second overall in
t he competition against five other univer-

slues.
Civil engineering major Kristofer
Bartelle said he designed the concrete
canoe last summer. and that Greg Thibaut
was instrumental as well.
"It was great to meet all these other
people from other schools in engineering
departments," Bartelle said. "It’s kind of
an eccentric event, but it’s something we’ll
remember for the rest of our lives."
Bartell said SJSU had not competed
since 1997, when it placed sixth nationally.
He said working with concrete was

more interesting than some may think.
Someone once said to him, "Oh, you
work with concrete? That’s not the most
romantic of materials."
Bartelle said that he wants to set the
record straight about concrete.
"What’s more romantic than shaping
something into any shape you want?" he
said. "And you can finish it in a variety of
ways. It’s pretty cool stuff if you know how
to work with it, and a monument when you
design boats out of it."
The canoe, named "Margaritaville" is
19.5 feet long, 32 inches wide, and it

weighs 150 pounds. It is painted Spartan
blue and gold and looks like a typical
canoe.
Bartelle said cement is just the binder
in concrete, and that it is everything else
you add to it that makes it concrete.
"What we use in our mixture art- very
light pmducts called microspheres, powdered glass and plastic, instead of the
usual rock found in most concrete,"
Bartelle said. "That’s what made our concrete inherently buoyant in water. The
see
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Last semester, more than 100 students signed a petition nominating
Steven Milner. an African American
studies instructor, for professor of the
year.
"Unfortunately, President (Robert)
Caret chose another professor, so students
felt that we still wanted to honor him,"
said Martha O’Connell, an African American qtudies graduate. "As far as we are
conc),rned, he’s the professor of the year
in our hearts."
In response, a group of students surprised Millner with a plaque Wednesday,
which stated their opinion that he was
their professor of the year.
"I am deeply appreciative of being rec-

"I am deeply appreciative of being recognized by the most important constituent
group on campus the students,"
en M inner professor of the ) ear winner
ognized by the most important constituent group on campus the students,"
said Millner, who has been teaching at
San Jose State University since 1979.
Joe Canton, an African American studies professor, said Millner is finally getting the recognition he deserves.
"He is an outstanding professor and
serves as a role model and mentor for our
youths as well as students at San Jose

State University," Canton said.
Canton also said Millner is an asset to
the community and the university.
Jane Obiora, a freshman accounting
mikjor, who has taken two African American studies classes with Millner, said he is
understanding and asks his students a lot
of questions

see MILLNER, Page 6

CANOE. Page 6
Minutes after
receiving an
honorary
plaque from
his students,
Steven Millner
resumed lecture in his
African American studies
class Wednesday. "The
most important
thing is to be
honored and
appreciated by
my students,"
Millner said.
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Whether San Jose State
University President Robert
Caret can take measures to
reduce the summer fees for
nonresidents remains a mystery for international students.
Less of a mystery, however, is the international students’ indignation because
the administration has not
responded to their call to
reduce the fees since their
first protest on April 9.
That frustration rang loud
Wednesday afternoon as students draped with international flags marched around
campus clapping and shouting repeatedly, "All we are
saying is give us a chance.
Lower the fees for international students. It is not fair
that international students
have to pay $1,063 for 3
units."
Eitan Gelber, a kinesiology major and the head resident of the Simpkins International House, said the
administration
has not
offered the students any
solutions.
"All they say is we really
understand you and we real-

Millner gets honorary award from students
It

LIGHTS. Page 8
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Culture shock, manure, mullets in Kentucky

Letters
Abortion also result
of a violent society
writing in response to Dapo
Iam
Ashaolu’s criticism of Christina Lucarotti’s column, published May 1.
I believe Lucarotti was absolutely correct
in linking the brutal rape of a 7 -year-old girl,
just two miles from campus, to our violent,
just-beneath-the-surface society.
How many little girls and boys must be
harmed before we admit that our society has
a problem and begin to search for a cause
and solution?
Kevin
Does the long list of tragic names
Collins, Polly Klaas, Xiana Fairchild, Jon
have to go on forever?
Benet Ramsey
The only problem with Lucarotti’s column
was that she did not go far enough and make
the obvious link.
Forty million children have been violently
killed in their mother’s womb since abortion
on demand was legalized in 1973. Since that
same time, the child abuse rate, outside of
the womb, has also skyrocketed.
America, get a hint. You can’t murder 40
million children in their mothers’ wombs
and expect to have a society safe for older
children.
Until each child is welcomed as a precious
gift, from conception to completion, the
slaughter will continue both inside and outside of the womb.

minute I stepped off the plane,
The
I knew something was up. I wasn’t in California anymore, Toto.
I fell. I wasn’t even in Kansas anymore.
I was in Kentucky. Gasp.
Let me just tell ya, that place is odd.
Granted, I’ve only been to a handful of
places in our country, but Kentucky
well, that place made me feel like I
drank two bottles of Robitussin, spun
around in circles for five minutes,
jumped in Doc Brown’s time machine
and was let off in some other time period.
One of the attractions I found in that
stand of brochures inside the lobby of
my hotel was a national quilt museum
a national quilt museum, for God’s
sake.
That wasn’t one trip that was on my
itinerary, especially since most of my
days in good ol’ L0000u-ville were spent
waking up at 5 a.m. (yes, that’s 2 a.m.
for us West Coasters) and walking
around a race track that smelled even
worse than numerous odors we have on
our campus.
Oh, the smell of manure in the morning.
But back to the hotel. I can’t say I’ve
been to any place like it in my life. From
the outside it actually looked nice, but
once I got inside, I noticed it resembled
something I had seen in an episode of
"Scooby Doo."
Not only was the decor tackier than
Richard Simmons’ closet, but the place
had such an eerie feel to it that I was

MIKE
OSEGUEDA

expecting the hotel manager to jump
out of the shadows dressed like a
mummy trying to scare customers away
so he could mine the place for gold.
And Phyllis Diller wouldn’t have
seemed too out of place, either.
Well, if that first impression wasn’t
enough to scare me out of Kentucky, my
first experience of interaction with the
natives had me spooked.
Along with four others who were
attending the same seminar, I made my
way to a local mall in search of some
grub. Our path led to Sbarro, where we
encountered a guy I’ll never forget. He
later became known as Sbarro Steve
(no relation to Steve, the infamous
Greyhound bus driver from the prior
weekend’s trip to San Diego).
What made Sbarro Steve so memorable was that immediately after he
found out we were a bunch of sports
writers, he tried to compare us to
Hunter S. Thompson of "Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas" fame.
"You gonna write stories on drugs?"

Football player not
happy with coverage
is in response to "Ockimey, Parry
This
sign with NFL teams," published April
24 in the Spartan Daily.
As a senior football player at San Jose
State University, I have learned many
things.
One lesson was learned two weeks ago
when I read a story published about myself .
and two other future NFL players.
I was misquoted and portrayed in a negative light.
I would like to set the record straight by
saying that I, above all else, am a dedicated
student who is just as eager to receive a
quality education as I am to advance my
career in football.
I, much like many other sports players.
have used football as a tool for higher education. Just like the opportunity that free
education is the chance of a lifetime, so is
my acceptance to the NFL.
With my NFL status and college degree,
which will be finished during my off-season,
my goal is to serve as an example of making
the most of opportunities as they are presented to you.
I know that the fulfillment of this dream
can serve as a steppingstone, not a hindrance, to the achievement of my degree.

44:

Ron Ockimey
senior
radio, television and film
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Letters
Tuition fees should remain same for all students
.

Not only is it difficult for them to
adjust to their new environment and
its people, but it would be a burden
for them to adjust to the increased
price of the summer session.
Also, the increased tuition does
not benefit the out-of-state and
international students, since it does
not alter the quality and the number
of courses being offered to them.
The courses in the summer are
limited, forcing these students to
wait until the courses they need to
be available. This is a problem for
many out-of-state and international
students because they may not have
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Vanessa Lanip
freshman
nursing

a.m. Tuesday, May 1 Ever since I
wrote that inane column about my troubling sleep habits, people have been
approaching me with questions like, "Get any
sleep last night, Monica?"
But more often than not, people tell me
about their own sleep-deprived lifestyles.
I am amazed at how many people out there
don’t get enough sleep.
And we tell each other about it almost
like some sick contest.
We inform our friends and co-workers, "I
only got four hours of sleep last night," or "I
stay up till 3 a.m. all the time."
And eadi of us subconsciously tries to best
the other with the least number of hours of
precious shut-eye.
Somehow, it’s comforting to know that you
aren’t the only one keeping vigil while everyone else in the city is slumbering peacefully
I recently met a fellow night owl online. He
said he doesn’t watch television because he’d
rather sleep.
"That is my drug of choice," he said.
Yet, he stays up till 3 a.m. most nights
chatting and lifting weights.
One day, several weeks ago and I’m not
making this up every person I asked,"How
are you doing?" responded with a weary
"Tired."
It was uncanny. I thought it best to stop
asking after a while. I was beginning to feel
tired myself
Maybe we are all supposed to lose a little
sleep. We are college students, after all.
All-nighters are part of our existence
especially around finals crunch time.
But I’m not so sure that our lack of sleep
ends when our college years do.
Sleep deprivation seems to affect the old
and the young, students and non-students
indiscriminately.
2:40 a.m.
I’ve decided to check what the experts have
to say about sleep deprivation.
The National Sleep Foundation (NSF) at
www.sleepfoundation.org seems like a good
place to start.
0oh, there’s a test. I have to take the test.
2:47 a.m.
Great. I just discovered I have a mild case
of restless leg syndrome IRLS). It’s little comfort that 12 million Americans share my malady.
Anyway, back to my research.
The Web site’s Sleep in Arnerica Poll
results state that Americans are no longer
working to live but instead are living to work.
And people who work more, sleep less.
Sleep deprivation, the report reads, is
"widespread in America."
It goes on to say that 63 percent of Arnericans don’t get the recommended eight hours
of sleep per night. Almost one-third say they
sleep less than seven hours per week.
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the opportunity to take such courses
at community colleges.
The tuition at SJSU for the summer is expensive enough for California students.
The tuition for the summer term
should be the same for all students.
Since they are receiving the same
education at SJSU, there is no need
for certain students to pay more for
tuition just because they are from
another state or country.

EDITORIAL
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opened wide and my hands went right
to my ears when I heard the sound of
"Ice, Ice, Baby" being pumped through
the speakers.
I didn’t think it could get much
worse but the next night proved me
wrong.
I walked by a conference room that
looked like it was hosting an old-people
you know, a meeting of the
event
"Golden Girls" fan club, or something
when I heard another perplexing song:
"Who Let the Dogs Out?"
I tell ya, that place is just ass-backwards.
So I was more than happy to touch
down in San Jose on Sunday. I wanted
to get away from that Kentucky smell. I
wanted to not see the mullets. I wanted
to forget about the accents.
I wanted to be home.
My homecoming was crashed when I
got home to find that my electric razor
and cologne had been removed from my
luggage. Thanks, T-Dubya-A.
The immediate fear was that I’d end
up smelling like one of those hairy
southern folks, without a way to stop it.
The moral of the story: Don’t trust
anybody named Steve, the entire state
of Kentucky or anyone or anything with
the middle initial Dubya.

Mike Osegued,a is the Spartan
Daily Executive Editor.
‘Oz-mosis" appears Thursdays.

Researching plague that
concerns many students

John Wilhelmsson
graduate student
philosophy

writing in response to Kevin
Tam
Higuchi’s "Raising fees to international students only adds burden of their cost of living," which was
published in the Spartan Daily on
April 25.
I agree that having the out-ofstate and international students pay
more tuition, a $91 tuition increase,
for the summer session at San Jose
State University is unfair. There is
no need for these students to pay
more for their summer term because
it only adds to the problems they
already face being from a different
state or country.

he asked me.
He seemed to know the subject well,
as he looked like the kind of guy who
was no stranger to some of the Bluegrass State’s grass.
Sbarro Steve looked strikingly like
Jesse Camp, the former MTV veejay,
with long hair flowing out of his hat,
which looked like the ones that 6-yearolds get from their first baseball teams.
VVhen another guy asked for some
pepperoni to go on his pizza, Sbarro
Steve went in the backroom and said:
"Here, kitty, kitty, kitty" a few times and
shrieked before emerging with a handful of pepperoni.
Of course, the positive outcome of all
this was that he charged us a buck for
whatever we wanted and then stuck
the money in his pocket.
You gotta love Kentucky.
Sbarro Steve leads me to this conclusion: Everyone in Kentucky looks like
A) Kid Rock B) Joe Dirt or C) George
Dubya Bush.
Talk about culture shock.
I’ve lived my entire life in the Bay
Area. I’m used to a melting pot of people. Imagine my shock in Kentucky.
There are basically two races of people:
whites and blacks.
I saw more mullets (I lost count how
many) in my four-day stay there than I
saw Asian people (three).
And it doesn’t stop there.
One of the nights I walked up to the
second floor of the hotel, where a high
school prom was being hosted. My eyes
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Wow. Even an insomniac like me can’t get
by on that measly amount of repose.
Americans are spending less time sleeping, doing leisure and social activities and
having sex than five years ago, according to
the site.
Arnericans sound like all work and no play.
OK, so we’re all forgoing sleep. What’s the
big deal?
3:18 a.m.
’Tragically, fatigue contributes to more
than 100,000 highway crashes, causing
71,000 injuries and 1,500 deaths each year in
the United States alone," states the sleep
foundation.
Although it’s a scary figure, I don’t think
the threat of car accidents is going to persuade Arnericans to get more sleep.
That warning isn’t even successful at curbing drunk driving. Just look at the number of
people arrested for driving while intoxicated
in San Jose on any given weekend.
Try again, NSF
Sleep, it states, is "essential for good
health, mental and emotional functioning
and safety."
Lack of sleep also results in "problems concentrating, poor performance on the job and
in school, and possibly, increased sickness and
weight gain," the site continues.
That’s enough to convince me.
3:37 a.m.
It looks like I may have delayed sleep
phase syndrome (DSPS) as well. Maybe I
should stop reading about this before I discover that something else is wrong with me.
3:68 a.m.
Although I’ve learned somewhere that lack
of sleep has physiological consequences such
as bad skin and shorter life span, I have yet
to find evidence of that on the Internet.
But I’m a little too tired to keep looking.
As my ex-step-grandfather-turned-thief (I
won’t even try to explain that one) used to
say, "My eyelids keep slamming shut."
Tomorrow I think I’ll check out a sleep disorders clinic. Any of you sleepyheads want to
join me?
Monica L. Ewing is a Spartan
Daily Production Editor
"77te Way It Is" appears Thursdays.
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A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
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Daily staff took right actions
when dealing with bus driver

Today
World Peace Buddhist Club
Introductory nieeting about Nichiren
Buddhism, 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room, located in the Student
Union. For more information, e.mail
Etsuko at emaruyam@email sjsu edu

to wake him up a little bit
With my little brush with
death on a Greyhound, everyone around me didn’t have the
guts to actually go up to the driver and wake him up.
About five minutes later, we
took a major sway, and a
woman screamed.
That scream did the job to
wake up the driver.
I’m with you 100 percent if
you and the others don’t take
the Greyhound ever again.
I would want a bus driver
who is very alert when driving,
instead of a driving like he just
drank a 40-ounce.

Iwould like to write in
regards to the April 23 column by Minal Gandhi titled
"Going Greyhound and living to
tell the story."
I can relate to this article
because I not only take the local
mass transit here in San Jose,
but I also take buses going
down south to Los Angeles or
Irvine.
I don’t blame you if you or
the other staff members who
were on that Greyhound bus
don’t take those buses ever
again.
I myself have taken the
Greyhound several times and
on only one occasion has something like that happened.
It was good that one of you
staff members had the nerve to
actually go up to the bus driver

Kevin

Catholic Campus Ministry
Brown Bag lunch Mass and discussion,
12 10 p.m. in the Campus Ministry social
hall. For more information, call Sister
Marcia at 938.1610
Latino Organisations
A barbecue with a guest speaker, 10
a m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union
Amphithedter and barbecue pits. For more
information, call Arturo Quintero at 995(1839.
Student Health Center
Repetitive stress syndrome seminar,
noon in the Health building, Room 208.
For niore information, call Oscar Battle at
924-6117.

Cabeliza

freshman
public relations

Saying Bush did good job is
a fallacy, hasty conclusion
their paycheck when they try to
work two jobs and try to
squeeze small amounts of
bank
their
money
from
accounts in order to pay for
their tuition each semester?
When Bush proposed his
plan for personal Social Security funds, he forgot to think
about people whose ages are
lower than 30.
He forgot that the only people who might even consider
this plan might be those who
can afford to invest in markets
or even have enough knowledge
to successfully invest.
Sure, Bush is successful. But
it is like saying a student has a
100 percent grade in a class on
the second day of class. therefore he or she is successful and
will keep that 100 percent
throughout the semester.

is very chaotic
since it is hard to distinguish what is wrong or
what is right.
The column, "Bush deserves
more credit, not criticism," written by Emily B. Zurich on April
17 gave out convincing reasons
to praise Bush for his accomplishments so far.
I believe, judging his actions
right away is committing a fallacy, such as a hasty conclusion.
We are jumping to conclusions
too fast.
Just because he was able to
solve a few problems does not
mean he will be able to successfully handle each situation.
I agree with Zurich, that the
economic problems are not completely Bush’s fault, but I still
don’t think that his plans about
Social Security are going to be
successful.
It does not seem realistic.
I mean, which people, espeically young adults, think about
saving or investing a portion of

poutics

Amanjit Kaur
freshman
computer engineering
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Student Occupational Therapy
Association (SOTA)
Toys and games drive: Toys and games
will be collected and donated to a local
charity Boxes are located in the Cent ral
Classroom building, Room 203.
Listening Hour Concert Series
SJSU latin jazz ensemble and latin
jazz and salsa with Dan Sabanovich, 12:30
p.m. to 1.15 p m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
The latest body composition testing.
It’s quick, easy and painless Cost is $5 per
student, 8 am to 10 a.m. in the Central
Classroom building, Room 221. For more
informat ion. call Sherry at 206-7599.

THURSDAY,
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Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling, 3 15 p m to
4 45 p
in the SJSU Sport Club For
more information, call Shoshanah at 9246118.
nispiriLorg
Meditation - guided and instructional
- All meditators welcome, 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
located at 300 S. 10th St For more information, call R. Wharton at 605-1687
Student Life Center
Dealing with difficult people, 3:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Guadalupe room, located
in the Student Uniont For more information, call Bethany at 924-5966
Peer Health Education Program
Peer health education recruitnient in
the Health building, Room 209 For more
information, call Karts at 924-6136
School of Art and Design
Student art galleries, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
in the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924-4330.
Prevention Education Program Center
Looking for new student educators. For
more information, visit the Health building, Room 220 or call Tonje Silfrenius at
924.5945.
ANEMIA, SJSU film club
Yet another life-changing film presentation. Join us; resistance is futile. Besides,
all your base are belong to us. Free admission, 8.28 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room 100.
For more information, call Matteo at 286.
4686 or e-mail mbitton@tin.it.
sjspirit.org
Come walk the labyrinth, 10 a.m to 3
p.m. at the volleyball courts, next to the
barbecue pits. For more information, call R
Wharton at 605-1687

:lint anniversary of the
Kent State shooting is
May 4. They were protesting the war in Vietnam. These
kids were cruelly beaten,
maimed and shot to death to
protest war that was unjust.
Just as surely as licentious,
vicious and savage cruel pagan
nations of old sacrifice their
own children to the gods of war
and cause them to pass through
the fires of hell, so did this older
generation of America in the
1970s as they sacrificed their
own children upon the altars of
their own was warring lusts.
America not only slaughtered its own youth and
wrecked its own economy, but
nearly annihilated both the
land and the people of Indochina.
War is total waste, the most
total waste there is - destruc-

Mark. 7 p m at Saint Tim’s Episcopal
Church in Mountain View For more information and fr. tickets, call R Wharton at
605.1687

Monday

Friday
Theta Chi Fraternity
First annual GreekFest, 5 p.m to 9
p.m. at the Theta Chi Fraternity house,
located at 123 South 1 lth St For more
information, call Rigo at 286.7946
Counseling Services
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered support group, 11 a.m. to noon in
the Administration building, Room 269.
For more information, call Sheening Lin at
924.5899.
School of Music and Dance
Portfolio concert: dance, 7 p.m. in the
dance studio theatre, located in SPX 219
For more information, call Donna at 924.
5041.
School of Art and Design
Student art galleries, 10 a.m to 4 p.m.
in the Art and Industrial Studies build.
inga. For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924.4330.
SJSU Symphony Orchestra
"A Night of Concertos," 7.30 p.m. in the
Music building Concert Hall. For more
information, call Jun Nakabayashi at 924.
4647
Nu Alpha Kappa Fraternity
Culture Clash, 7.30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. For more information, call
Ivan Juarez at 292-4112.

Saturday
School of Music and Dance
Portfolio concert: dance, 7 p.m. in the
dance studio theatre, located in SPX 219.
For more information, call Donna at 9245041.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel, located at 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group, 11 a.m in the Montalvo
room, located in the Student Union For
more information, call Diane Stegmeir at
279.6385.

Tuesday
BA.S.E.
Meeting, 7 p tn. to 8 p.m in the Engineering building, Room 248 For more
information, call Dariek Cooper at 924.
7910.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group, 11 a.m. in the Montalvo
room, located in the Student Union. For
more information, call Diane Stegmeir at
279-6385
90.5 FM - KSJS
Listen and be caller "x" between 6 p.m
and 8 p.m. to wui tickets to "Stomp" by
saying "I saw Stomp in the Daily" For
more information, call Ryan Young at 293.
8658.
School of Art and Design
Student art galleries, 10 a.m. to 4 p
in the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924-4330.
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tive waste - Not only the materials but the way it wastes the
other country you’re fighting a
war with.
You cannot continue to live
extravagantly, wastefully and
even waste your neighbors’
things for commercial warfare
as America has done throughout the last 30 years and think
that God doesn’t see. You reap
what you sow.
But the meek shall inherit
the earth. They shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and
their spares into pruninghooks.
Nations shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall
they learn war anymore.
(Matthew 5:5, Isaiah 2:41

Ted Rudow III
credential student

Twhom It May Concern: I
read a letter to the editor
last week by Martha
her
containing
O’Connell
thoughts on the Daily editors
not paying for parking. She also
said that when a certain editor
received a ticket, she called
them "parking Nazis."
First of all, I don’t see how
this situation is even remotely
similar to the events leading up
to World War II. Thus, why
would you incorporate a group
of people that are simply doing
their job, with another group of
people whose main concern is
the advancement of their race?
Secondly, what makes a
Daily editor so special that they
think they shouldn’t have to pay
for parking like everyone else?
They should try to understand
that the parking situation at
San Jose State University is

bad for everyone, not just then’
They got away with not paying
for as long as they did, and
when one of them got a ticket,
she still had the audacity to be
mad about it and even resort to
name calling.
I feel that if anyone should be
doing name-calling, it should be
the thousands of students and
faculty members here who pay
for parking and still aren’t
guaranteed a parking spot.
Every day students drive
around for minutes and minutes, which seem like hours.
looking for parking places. And
here these people feel like they
can just single themselves out
from the majority. Who do they
think they are?
Andre Kidd
freshman
undeclared
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Daily editors do not deserve
special, free parking privileges

Bible teaches that America’s
fixation with warfare is a waste
Tlie
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Spartans c obber Vulcans 17-2 in seven innings
Shorsher, he said, had brushed
him off.
Deciding to throw a high-andaway pitch, Adinolfi said that it
had gotten up and out over the
plate.
Sooto in turn grabbed hold of it
and offered it up to the wind-god
for a two-run homer, bringing the
Vulcans to within one, 3-2.
The wind had given the hit an
extra boost, Adinolfi said.
The Spartans, however, took
hold of their fate in the next
inning, exploding with a five-run
burst that was benefited equally
by a generous outgoing wind.
After Brandon Macchi reached
base on an error, and Zack Zwissig was hit by a pitch, John Fagan
lofted a 1-1 pitch up into the wind.
It carried to the center field
wall for a double, scoring Macchi
and Zwissig.
The SJSU offense returned in
the top of the seventh to score
nine more runs, led by Zwissig’s
grand slam, which put the game
away for good.
After the Vulcans failed to
reduce the 17-2 deficit, both head
coaches agreed to call the game
after seven innings.
Today’s game will be at 7 p.m.
at Municipal Stadium.

By Erik Anderson
SFNI011 STAFF

Win II It

cool blue sky, a warming sun
and a light breeze greeted the
Spartan baseball team Wednesday at Blethen Field for the first
of a five-game series against the
visiting the Hawai’i-Hilo Vulcans.
After a little more than two
hours later, that breeze had
become a strong wind.
Head coach Sam Piraro said
which
the southwesterly wind
blew toward left center field
was carrying the ball out. And it
was a blowout, 17-2.
"No lead was going to be safe,"
he said.
A

Wednesday’s Score

2

Hawari-Hilo

17

Spartans

Today - S7SH vs. Hawai’i-Hilo 7 p.m.

The Vulcans had flown in for a
five-game series against San
Jose State University, with single games today and Friday followed by a doubleheader on Saturday.
The Vulcan baseball team may
have thought that they had
brought Auster, the wind god,
with them.
SJSU, however, after thrashing the Vulcans in seven
innings, may not have minded
the wind.
The Spartans smashed out 19
hits, topped off by four doubles
and a grand slam many of
which were helped out by the
generosity of the outward blowing wind.
For a few fleeting moments in
he fourth, however, the Spartans
may have found an excuse to be
cursing the wind-god instead.
After jumping out to a 2-0
lead, which was built on a Vulcan
error in the first inning and a solo
shot by Ryan Adams in the third,
the Spartans added another run
in the fourth to go up 3-0.

SPARTAN BASEBALL Box
AB R H RBI
(POS)

NAME

3
I
1

4
3
0

6
0

Zwissig, dh
Fagan, lb

3
3
4

2
2

0
2

0
4

5
5
4

2
2

3
2

2

Adams, ss
Shorsher, c
Brucker, cf

2
2

2
3

Adinolfi said that before the
game he had noticed that the
Vulcan hitters had been aggressive during batting practice.
That made them vulnerable,
he said.

As a result, Adinolfi said he
had been working to establish the
outside of the plate, then come
inside with the heat.
He said he was using his
change-up for when he needed it

1
1
2

38 17 19 17
TOTALS
28 - Lopez (17); Frandsen (3); Fagan
(8); Brucker 2(9).
38- none.
HR - Zwissig (4); Adams (5).
SB - none.

Arisr.Ther (.,,ine.1 Ludy stqff
Spartan infielder Kevin Frandsen is tagged out by Hawai’i-Hilo pitcher Brian Unger while attempting to steal home. The Spartans went
on to beat the Vulcans 17-2 after seven innings Tuesday because both teams agreed to call the game.
Spartan pitcher Tim Adinolfi
had been stellar, on his way to a
10-strikeout performance. He
then faced Vulcan catcher Nalei
Sooto in the fourth inning, with
two outs and a runner on first.

1

6
5
3

Lopez, 2b
Frandsen, 3b
Ruiz, If
Macchi, rf

most, he said.
Facing Sooto after recording
one of the 10 strikeouts, Adinolfi
said he had wanted to throw a
change up.
Battery mate, catcher Adam

PITCHING

IP H

R

Adinolfi

7

2

4

ER SO
2

Time 2:08, Attendance -

10

286

Rogelstad earns second WAC accolade of the season
By .lulian .1. Ramos
DUI ’OW- ARI11-12

For the second time this season, Spartan baseball pitcher
Jeremy Rogelstad has been
named Western Athletic Conference pitcher of the week.
His complete game shutout
against Texas Christian University on April 28 in Forth Worth
propelled San Jose State University to a 5-0 win.
"It’s difficult to pitch a shutout
in college baseball," SJSU head
coach Sam Piraro said. "Especially against a good hitting
team."
The win came in the second
game of a doubleheader that day
against the Horned Frogs. SJSU
lost three of four games in that
series.
Rogelstad (3-4) hurled another
complete game shutout win earli-

er this season against the University of Illinois on March 10 at
Municipal Stadium, which led to
his first WAC Pitcher of the Week
honor.
High Five
The Spartans (25-20-1 overall)
began a five-game WAC series
against the University of Hawai’iHilo Wednesday at Blethen Field.
The remaining four games are
scheduled to be played at Municipal Stadium, including a doubleheader on Saturday.
"It’s a lot of games to play,"
Piraro said. "It’s going to test our
pitching staff."
The series was originally
scheduled for three games, but a
pair of rainouts during SJSU’s
road trip to Hawaii in late March
caused the make-up games to be
scheduled.

Hawai’i-Hilo (5-33 overall)
comes into the series with a 3-21
WAC mark, which places it last in
the conference. The Spartans
have a 12-13 conference record,
which puts them in fourth place.
With 13 games left in the season, Piraro said the team will
have to take one game at a time
and try to come away with as
many wins as possible for a berth
in postseason play.

Swept Away
A road trip to Fresno State
University for a doubleheader
Friday yielded no wins for the
Spartan softball team.
SJSU (26-35 overall and 5-9
WAC) dropped both games by
scores of 2-1 to the conferenceleading Bulldogs (38-17 overall
and 13-3 WAC).
In Game One, Spartan pitcher

Sabrina Quintero (1245)
hurled a complete game loss.
Pinch runner Monica Facio
scored the Spartans’ only run in
the top of the fourth inning.
In Game Two, the Spartans
again scored their only run in the
top of the fourth inning. This
time, Kirsten Foster singled
home Amy Walter from second
base. Candice Akin (7-8) tossed
a complete game loss.
SJSU head coach Dee Dee
Enabenter said both games
could have gone either way.
"They were close games,"
Enabenter said. "We went there
with an attitude and a mindset
that shocked some people."

Island Visit
The Spartans are scheduled
for doubleheaders this week in
Honolulu, with one on Friday and
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bat well heading into the last five
games of the season.
"It’s good to see it," she said. "I
hope that it’s a forecast of things
to come next year."
The Spartans’ final game of
the season is scheduled for 1 p.m.
on Saturday, May 12 at the SJSLT

he other on Saturday against
WAC opponent the University of
Hawai’i.
The Wahine (42-16 overall and
12-4 WAC) are second in the conference behind Fresno State.
Enabenter, who will be going
to Hawai’i for the first time, said
the team has begun to swing the

Field.

Mulder, Ars shut out Blue Jays, 6-0 Giants sneak past Pirates, 7-6
- Miguel
OAKLAND. Calif I
Tejada homered twice and drove in
four runs to lead the Oakland Athletics over the Toronto Blue Jays 60 Wednesday night.
Mark Mulder (3-2) pitched a
three-hater for his first complete
game in 33 career starts. The A’s
had lost four straight overall and
eight in a row at home, their worst

skid in Oakland since 1994.
Mulder became the first A’s
pitcher to throw a shutout since
Tim Hudson beat Texas 3-0 on the
final day of last season. Mulder
struck out seven and walked three
while allowing just three runners
past first.
After Olmedo Saenz doubled to
open the fourth, Tejada hit an 0-1

cmay-
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pitch over the right-center field
fence for a 2-0 lead.
Frank Menechino led off the fifth
with his sixth homer of the season
and Saenz made it 4-0 with a sacrifice fly After Jeremy Giambi doubled. Tejada hit the next pitch from
Loaiza to almost the exact spot of
his first homer. It was his third
career multihomer game.
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Barry Bonds hit his 12th
homer of the season and the
50fith of his career, and Ortiz
(4-1) remained undefeated
against the Pirates despite
pitching his worst game
against them.
"It’s a good feeling to know
that if you give up some runs,
we have a team that can come

back and score," Ortiz said.
Ortiz improved to 6-0 in his
career against the Pirates,
including 2-0 with a 0.66 ERA
last year. Ortiz gave up five
runs, six hits and six walks in
six innings after allowing only
five earned runs in 32 1-3
innings against Pittsburgh
coming in.

SECRETS OF SILICON VALLEY
"11) Ainnirintig. Ho eating and
Humorous Portrait of Silicon
Vallo’s Forgotten Minority."
-SF Bay Guardian
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PITTSBURGH (AP)
Russ Ortiz beat the Pittsburgh Pirates, just like
always.
Armando Rios hit a goahead, three-run homer in the
sixth inning Wednesday night
as the San Francisco Giants
beat Pittsburgh 7-6, the
Pirates’ fourth straight loss.
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TURNED OFF BY TURNER
Saxophonist Mark Turner’s latest album
‘Dharma Days’ falls flat, lacks a groove
By Kevin Higuchi
DAILY STAFF WRITER

This new album makes
a left at the corner and
heads for the hills,
using more uncommon
chords and rhythmic
phrases.

Mark Turner’s newest album "Dharma
Days" features his signature warm tone
and sense of melody that float through
time like a feather caught in a breeze.

REVIEW
Unlike his previous albums that featured more straight-ahead bebop styles
"Dharma Days" was written with an
avant-garde approach, relying on communication and improvisation.
Turner’s earlier compact discs have
tended to have a smoother sound that was
often compared to tenor saxophonist
Joshua Redman.
The new album makes a left at the corner and heads for the hills, using more
uncommon chords and rhythmic phrases.
Right from the start, the album starts
off with an open section involving a musical conversation through their instruments.
This album is full of interesting interplay between guitarist Kurt Rosenwinkel
and Turner.
Even though the time seems to be nonexistent at certain periods, drummer
Nasheet Waits and bassist Reid Anderson
keep a strong grip of the forms, leaving
large of amounts of space for Turner to
play in.
This album also features a different
team of musicians than Turner’s earlier
recordings.
Turner has done a lot of work with
drummer Brian Blade and bassist Christian McBride.
This album may be too far from Turner’s earlier style, for those who enjoyed
the interaction between that specific trio
on Turner’s previous recordings.
The album is a very clean recording

and picks up all the small nuances of
Turner’s playing.
At times, the listener can hear Turner’s
breath quietly passing over the reeds in
his mouthpiece.
That sound is very calm and soothing
and is part of Turner’s signature sound on
long, slow ballads.
His vibrato, or pulsating pitch variation, on ballads is long and sluggish.
He drags out the time between the
breaths making the long notes sound like
a ball slowly rolling over and over.
Turner’s sound is further enhanced
with Waits’ textural drumming style.
Using the bells and edges of the cymbals, Waits dances over the melodies bring
color to the pictures being painted by the
rest of the quartet.
Rosenwinkel’s tone is very mysterious
and often sounds similar to popular jazz
guitarist John Scofield, because of his
work soloing in the higher register of his
guitar.
His sound is molded, using a lot of
reverb and echo delay in different sections.
Overall, the album never settles into a
solid feel or groove.
It is hard to listen to at times, because
it lacks a melody that the listener can
grab.
The musicianship level is very high but
makes this disc hard to listen to leisurely.
Mina coolies) rd Horner thus ReA’onfs

Spelling it out for you
Tori Spelling talks about working on the comedy sequel ’Scream 2’
By Julian J. Ramos
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Working 16-hour days with a
pair of wisecracking brothers can
be a great experience.
Just ask Tori Spelling.
Spelling, best known for portraying Donna Martin on "Beverly Hills 90210," stars in "Scary
Movie 2," the sequel to the box
office hit. comedy "Scary Movie."
Scheduled fn
July 4 release
date, "Scary n.vie 2" marks
Spelling’s biggest comedy role to
date.
"I’m a big believer that they
(sequels) never work," Spelling
said. "But this one is at least 20
percent funnier than the first
one."
Spelling described her character, Alex, as an obsessive-compulsive soccer freak who has bad
fashion sense and wears pigtails.
"She wants to fit in badly,"
Spelling said. "She’ll wear one
cool thing with five un-cool
things."
Spelling’s character joins members from the original cast.
Among those returning to the cast
are Anna Faris and Shawn and
Marlon Wayans.
"They (the Wayans) are hysterical," Spelling said. "They make
me laugh constantly."
Also on the set is older brother
Keenan Ivory Wayans, who
returns as director.
"They give each other hugs and
kisses every morning when they
see each other," Spelling said.
In the movie, a group of college
students are taken to a haunted
house by a professor, where they
encounter strange ghouls and
monsters.
Spelling’s character falls in
love with a ghost and attempts to
seduce him, she said.
She didn’t want to give away
too much about the movie, but she
did say the most disgusting part
has to do with her character.
The first "Scary Movie" was
criticized by many for being too
gross and pushing the limits of
what is an "R"-rated movie.
"They pushed it more,"
Spelling said."But they had to cut
it back."
Spelling said "Scary Movie 2"
pushes the limits just as much as
the original did.
"The audience will be surprised," Spelling said.
Joining Spelling on the cast is
"90210" co-star Kathleen Robertson, who portrayed Clare Arnold.

"It’s been great working with
her again," Spelling said. "We had
lost touch."
Spelling said she doesn’t keep
in touch with her former "90210"
cast-mates as much as she would
like to. Two co-stars with whom
she said she has stayed in contact
are Jenny Garth and Ian Ziering.
At Garth’s wedding, Spelling was
a bridesmaid.
During and after "90210,"
Spelling staffed in a number of
independent films, including
"House of Yes" and "Trick," which
gave her an opportunity to
expand her acting portfolio.
"I was worried about getting
pigeonholed," Spelling said.
"Indies were more willing to take
a chance."
Spelling, 27, who grew up in a
wealthy family in Hollywood, said
she has also had to fight the perception of having a fast-paced
celebrity lifestyle.
Her father, Aaron Spelling, was
the producer of hit shows such as
"Charlie’s Angels," "90210," "Melrose Place," "Dynasty" and "Fantasy Island."
"People think that my life is so
glamorous," Spelling said. "On
Friday nights I’m usually at home
with my friends."
One of Spelling’s favorite
things to do when she is away
from the set is to cook. She had
been taking a class to be a chef
until the role in "Scary Movie 2"
began.
Spelling said she auditioned a

couple of times for director
Keenan Ivory Wayans before he
called to tell her that she had
secured the role.
"I knew that I wanted the
part," Spelling said. "I actual!)
pursued it."
Not only does the "Scary Movie
2" cast feature a number of young
actors, it also features veteran
actors such as Tim Curry
Curry, best known from hi,
role as Dr. Frank N. Furter in
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show."
has been a pleasure to work with.
Spelling said, and he has fit right
in with the rest of the cast.
"He’s a seasoned professional.’
Spelling said. "I love to watch
other actors and pick up things."
Spelling’s TV career began
when she was 5 years old, but she
said that she has grown to prefer
working on the big screen.
"With TV, you have to say cer
tain things," Spelling said
"Things get monotonous and
there’s not as much liberty.
"With movies you don’t have to
worry about practices and standards. You also have more time to
work on your craft."
Spelling said working with her
cast-mates has been a bonding
experience and that they have
become like family.
Whether she will have the
opportunity to work with them
again on a part three is unclear,
Spelling said.
"You never know," she said.
"I’ve heard rumors."
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PROTEST: Student protesters plan trip to appeal their case to Chancellor

CANOE: SJSU engineers active
in competition after four-year hiatus
continued from Page I
cement in concrete is heavier
than water, but if you add mixtures that are lighter than water,
it will become lighter than
water."
Bartelle said there are many
mixtures that can be added to
make concrete stronger, many of
them recycled products.
He said they used silica-fume,
a byproduct of steel manufacturing, and fly ash, a byproduct from
burning coal.
"In the last 10 to 15 years, concrete has almost doubled its compressive strength due to accomplishments in the industry,"
Bartelle said.
Civil
engineering major
Kenny Jeong participated in the
project and said that a 1 -by-1foot cube of water weighs about
65 pounds, and the same cube of
their concrete weighs about 50
pounds, which is why it floats.
"A cube of typical concrete
used in construction would weigh
about 100 pounds," Jeong said.
Bartelle said they tested more
than 30 concrete mixtures beginning in the fall and began making the mold for the canoe in late
December.
He said the concrete they used
had a clay-like consistency that
could be molded, shaped and
smoothed out by hand.
When the project was ready to
enter its final stage, Bartelle said
he asked other students in the
department for help.
"Everybody put his or her own
projects on hold to make this
happen," he said.
Bartelle said they had to cast
the entire boat in one day.
They worked from 7 a.m. to
midnight to avoid having two different mixes binding together
and possibly weakening the
canoe.
Civil engineering student Zac
Garman said he was involved in
helping build the mold and the
presentation booth and that he
took part in the canoe races.
The organization’s president,
Catherine Silva, said she was the
public relations person for the
project.
"I guess I’ve helped out in
every step of the way," Silva said.
"I followed behind Kristofer and
tried to make things go smoothly."
She said the biggest thing that
they got out of the project was a
change in their morale.
"It brought us all together,"
Silva said.
Garman agreed with her.
"It definitely did," he said. "’We
started something that should be
continued from now on," Garman
said, referring to the four-year
hiatus from the event.
Bartelle said that after a total
of 787 man-hours involved in the
project, the canoe was ready to
float.
He said the competition is
judged in five different areas. The
first is a technical paper describ-

"Everybody put
his or her own
projects on hold
to make this
happen,"
Kristofer Banelle
civil engineering major
ing everything involved in building the canoe. The second is an
oral presentation and questions
from a panel ofjudges. The third
is the canoe display that tells a
picture story about the process.
Bartelle said that the fourth
part of the competition begins
when the concrete canoe is finally launched.
The canoe is then swamped
with water and must not sink
before the races begin.
Garman said there are
endurance races and sprint races
with two or four people in the
canoe.
He said they placed second in
both the two-person endurance
race and the four-person sprint
race.
The fifth part of the judging
occurred after the races to see
which canoes held together the
best, Bartelle said.
"Several of the canoes on race
day broke in half," he said. "But
ours is still intact."
The project is not strictly a
civil engineering project, and
Bartelle said he wants students
to know that they are welcome to
get involved.
"’We would love to have someone from the art department
come in next year and paint the
boat and turn it into a beautiful
work of art," Bartelle said. "We’re
going to the nationals next year,
and with the help of the students,
we’ll win a championship."
Silva said the SJSU group
came in second in the regional
event in 1997 but went to the
nationals by wild card.
"If you win the regional event
two years in a row, the second
place team gets to go to the
nationals," Silva said.
Jeong said enrollment is down
in the civil engineering department, and he wanted to stress
the fact that the profession offers
infinite job security and that
workers are not confined to a
cubicle.
Bartelle added that people in
the profession get to break a lot
of things.
"It’s a great field to get into,"
Bartelle said. "It’s about designing and building something from
the start and offers instant gratification."
The concrete canoe is scheduled to be on display from 5 p.m.
to 8 p.m. today in Room 150 of
the Engineering building.

ARMS: Students suggest metal
replacements as an alternative to wood
continued from Page I
Melissa Santiago, a junior
majoring in nursing, said she
often parks at Fourth Street
garage and thinks the garage
arms are a nuisance for drivers.
"I don’t care about the arm,"
Santiago said. "I just want to
go - it’s better if the arm wasn’t
there."
Shirley Warren, a staff
member in the audiovisual
department, said she is more
concerned about how often the
arms need replacement.
Warren said she doesn’t

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY

park in garages too frequently,
however, she considers the
possibility of another alternative.
"It would probably be better
if it was metal rather than
wood," Warren said. "That way
they wouldn’t break it."
Ed Tzuang, a junior occupational therapy senior, said he’s
seen this problem year after
year, and suggests a better
solution.
"They need to get rid of it,"
Tzuang said. "They’re probably
going to break them again they’ve been broken so many
times."

continued from Page I
ly support you, but it’s all part of
the system," Gelber said. "But I
know the provost and the president have the power to change
the system."
A California State Universitywide decision last month
increased the summer registration fees for international and
out-of-state students from $155
to $246 per unit, as the university transitions to year-round operation.
Because the summer will be
converted into a semester, the
university will receive state
funding, said Stacey Morgan-Foster, associate vice president for
Student Affairs. The university,
however, does not receive state
funding for the international students.
Monica Rascoe, vice president
for Student Affairs, said the university did not have a choice.
"The university cannot subsidize the international students in
the same way the state subsidizes the resident students," she
said.
Although Provost Marshall
Goodman and Caret, she said,
had made attempts to reduce the
fees, they were unable to make
any changes.
"We do feel for them, but we’ve
tried to see how we can assist
them," Rascoe said. "One group
gets the benefits and another
gets the adverse effects."
The benefit will be for the resident students who will get a fee
reduction of $50 per unit this

summer.
Raseoe said the president and
the provost have been trying to
maximize the number of international students who can be granted a waiver fee. So far there are
only 75 credit units and 300 to
400 international students who
will possibly be enrolling for the
summer, she said.
"It’s a small number of
waivers," she said, "and they are
going to be for those that can
demonstrate a dire need."
Meanwhile, Gelber said he
paid $1,900 on Monday for two
three-week courses.
"I had planned to take four
classes, but I can’t do that," said
the Israeli student.
The fee increase will cost Gelber to postpone his graduation at
least one semester, he said.
Silvio Brugada, a Paraguayan
student majoring in computer
engineering, said he, too, had to
cut the number of units he was
going to take this summer by half.
"We’d like the university to
remember that we are a vital part
of a campus," he said. "They
should have at least told us with
one semester anticipation. After
all, this is a university, not a business."
Brugada said he felt cheated
out of an education because he
has to pay the price of semesterlength courses when they are four
weeks long.
He said, "They want to sell us,
as we say in Spanish, ’gato por
liebre,’ " a phrase which roughly
translates to "cat meat for hare
meat."
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"He is the best teacher I had
since I came to San Jose State,"
Obiora said.
Ashu Kalra, who teaches the
"Law and the Black Community"
course at SJSU, said Millner welcomed him last semester into the
department and encouraged him to
try innovative ways to attract students to the department.
"He is an extremely intelligent
and a devoted professor who is an

example of how one person can contribute to young men and women
thirsting for knowledge," Kalra
said.
Stephanie Sayo, an undeclared
sophomore, said Millner makes an
effort to learn all of his students’
full names quickly.
"What’s so cool about him is that
he cares about every individual,"
she said.
Millner said he was pleased
about being able to share a truly
American study with hundreds of

WASHINGTON (AP) Army
soldiers won’t be wearing Chinesemade black berets, after all.
The Pentagon issued a brief
statement Tuesday night announcing plans to recall whatever Chinese-made berets have already
been delivered and distributed.
"The Army Chief of Staff has
determined that U.S. troops shall
not wear berets made in China or
berets made with Chinese content," Deputy Defense Secretary
Paul D. Wolfowitz said in a brief
statement. "Therefore, I direct the
Army and the Defense Logistics
Agency to take appropriate action
to recall previously distributed
berets and dispose of the stock."
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Eric
Shinseki decided last year that all
soldiers, except paratroopers and
Special Forces soldiers, would wear
black berets, beginning June 14,
the Army’s birthday.
With that deadline set for
acquiring 2.6 million berets, the
Defense Logistics Agency said it
had to use foreign manufacturers
along with American suppliers
When word got out that China was
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among the suppliers
scheduled
to make approximately 600,000 of
the berets it created a problem
among lawmakers who want the
Army to buy American. A review
was started in March.
Shinseki and other top Pentagon
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officials were scheduled to testify
Wednesday before the House
Small Business Committee.
For years, only members of elite
Ranger commando units have had
the right to wear black berets and
they objected that widespread use
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of the headgear would cheapen
something they had won through
special training.
Shinseki later accepted a
Ranger offer to switch from black
to tan berets, enabling Rangers to
keep an exclusive color.

JUST GRADUATED?
JUST GETTING STARTED?
THE RIDE IS ON US.
AT LEAST FOR A WHILE.

WITH A FRIEND LIKE HARRY

Close to SJSU

ter to learn about her history and
connection to Africa, Butts-Bhanji
said.
Butts-Bhanji said Millner is one
of the most dedicated scholars she
knows.
For Mike Carranza, however,
Millner is one of the coolest teachers he has had.
"He’s a great teacher," said the
junior administration of justice
major. "If anyone could, they should
take his class, because they’ll learn
a lot from him "

CENTER OF

NEED A PLACE TO PUT YOUR STUFF?

SV SELF

students throughout his career.
Baomi Butts-Bhanji, also an
African American studies professor, said Millner deserves the honor
because he is a priceless resource
in the community.
"He is a humanitarian and gives
over and beyond the requirements
for his position," Butts-Bhanji said.
Butts-Bhanji also said that Millner instilled an awareness of black
heritage in her daughter while she
attended SJSU.
He also encouraged her daugh-

Army drops plans to acquire Chinese -made black berets
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Shetty said.
"I was a little frustrated. It did
not seem too helpful," he said
"It’s like regurgitating information we’ve already heard.
"I don’t want people to listen. I
want people to take action."
The ultimate say of all campus-based fees is in the hands of
Caret, he said.
The story of having to reduce
the number of classes for the
summer is no different for Shetty.
He said he would have to postpone his graduation by at least
one semester.
Gelber said the students
would continue to stay organized
and active. They will wait for the
administration’s response to an
A.S. Board of Directors’ resolution next week.
The resolution calls for Caret,
the Academic Senate and the
campus community to revisit the
summer fee increase.
The students will plan their
trip to the Chancellor’s office,
Gelber said.
Their petition has garnered
about 1,500 signatures and will
continue to circle around campus,
Gelber said.
"We have the support of the
students," he said. "Only the decision-makers are not giving us a
chance.
"If no changes are made, we’re
going to take this case to court,"
Gelber said. "I don’t understand
American law, but we’re going to
consult with attorneys. It’s pretty
obvious that there’s an injustice
and this is one that can be
changed."

MILLNER: Is a 17-year veteran in the African American studies department

Avg
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throwing
your weight
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Demonstrators called out to
students to sign their petition as
they walked in front of the Student Union.
Using a megaphone, Pedro
Golchin, a Persian student, said,
"First it was the international
students, then it’s going to be the
American students. You’re next,"
he said looking at the students
passing by.
Associated Students vice president-elect Akbar Shetty, also an
international student, asked the
demonstrators if they felt the
administration cared about the
international students.
"It sure as hell doesn’t feel like
it," he answered.
Shetty said because this is a
trial semester, the students
should be permitted to enroll
through continuing education.
But a request to operate under
Open University was already
denied by the Chancellor’s office,
Morgan-Foster said.
"I don’t want to sound bureaucratic," she told demonstrators,
offering them possible solutions.
Morgan-Foster said students
could try to apply for A.S. scholarships and present their case
before the Chancellor.
The one scholarship that
international students can apply
for is the merit-based Executive
Scholarship, Shetty said.
Each year A.S. awards close to
15 scholarships, each worth
$1,500.
The funds, however, have
already been dispensed for this
year, and the most they would
cover would be about one class,
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FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

C

FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,00042,000
this semester, with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundraisercom at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraisercom.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Friendly, Alert, Considerate
We Train. Student Friendly.
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
408- 247-4827

EASSIFIED

VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid COL. Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
Please call 408-364-0240.
Golden Gate Valet.
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES
Immediate positions available.
in busy year-round swimming
school. AM, PM, Weekdays,
Saturdays. Summer only positions also available. Must have
strong computer skills and an
excellent telephone personality.
Complimentary athletic club
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim School, 5400
Camden Ave. San Jose, 95124.
(408) 445-4918
Now interviewing!! Call today!

ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS TUES-WED 5/8-9
SUMMER
OPENINGS...»
Parttime or full-lime. flex hours
Internships possible
ACUFACTS SECURITY
All majors may apply
Great for Students!
Scholarships awarded annually
Apply Online!
Some conditions apply
F/T & P/T.
Start at 17.25 base - appt.
Top Pay / Benefits
Customer sales/service
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880.
No experience necessary
www.acufacts.com
Visit our table on campus
Tues - Wed, 5/8-9 - 9am-3pm EARN AT LEAST 525: NASA
For Part -Time and
Call 615-1500
Ilam -4pm needs right handed males ages Full -Time Positions, call
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu 18-29 for a helicopter study. HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Must be US citizen or green
Fast placement, no fees
THERAPWTUTORING position card holder. Call 650-604-5118. Office jobs in local companies
Milpitas area. Need a tutor to
Students/grads/career change
teach an autistic child. Training
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
will be provided. From 6-10
Part-time, Flexible hours.
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
hrs/week. Prefer student majors
Great for Students!
Phone: (650) 320-9698
in Occupational Therapy or Serving Downtown San Jose.
Fax: (650) 320-9688
Speech Therapy. $13/hr. Call
Inner City Express
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
Kim: 263-9218.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
ENERGETIC 8 ENTHUSIASTIC TELEMARKETING part/full-time
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
Tutor/Mentor/Friend wanted to Newspaper subscriptions. Hourly
Flex hours. Will train
engage gifted child (5 yrs) in + bonus. Weekend shifts avail.
408-768-0566
creative play & projects. Bkgmd 5 blocks from SJSU, near It. rail.
in Child Dev, Music, Teacher Ed Media Promotions, 408/494-0200. GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
a plus. Flexible hrs. $12-$15/hr.
help needed for small exclusive
666-5816 or 666-0510. Email: COUNSELORS Gang Prevention shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
and After School Program Staff. Must be reliable, honest, able to
VRJ96 0 hotmail .com
P/T Positions, 10-25 hours a do physical work. Prefer exp
HELP WANTED! IF YOU ENJOY week $12-$15/hour Call 408- working w/ dogs, but will train
eating ice cream & drinking 287-4170 ext 251 for more info Great oppty for dog lover. Can
coffee and getting paid for it, and app. Or Fax resume to 408- FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Freddie’s Ice Cream and 287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See Call 371-9115.
for
Desserts is the place for you! www,girlscoutsofscc.org
Freddie’s is located on the comer details & other Girl Scout jobs. !GET PAID For Your Opinionel$
E. San Carlos St. and S. 11th AA/EOE
Earn $15-$125 & more per survey!
St. at 505 E San Carlos St.
www.money4opinions.com
Freddie is looking for qualified PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
people to smile, scoop, brew, HOPE Rehabilitation Services WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
create and on occasion, when a non-profit agency which offers Local valet company in search
no one else is looking, lick! a variety of quality services for of enthusiastic and energetic
Freddie’s is a great part-time adults who have developmental individuals to work at nearby
job. with flexible hours. a great disabilities. has PfT & F/T malls. hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
manager, & a fun atmosphere. If employment opportunities.
If you are interested in being around your busy school
you are interested in working
here. pick up an application at the a roommate to a developmen- schedule Must have clean
store. If you have questions e-mail tally disabled individual in DMV Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
us at Freddieice earthlink.net. exchange for rent: or assisting per hour. Call 867-7275.
someone during the week with
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
CITY YEAR - AmeriCorps pro- daily living skills such as grogram engaging 17 - 24 year olds cery shopping ($10/hr) call COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Lynne
at
Located in San Jose. we are a
408/282-0415.
for a demanding year of full-time
growing community based
If you would like information
community service & leadership
development. Serve children about the FT. benefitted posi- nonprofit established in 1973
and youth as tutors & mentors. tions of job coach and instructor As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
Lead children into service. (day program or work activity)
$230/week stipend + $4.725 or PT substitute positions in language & culturally -proficient
AmeriCorps scholarship after various programs ($9/hr) call mental health services, senior
services. youth services.
10 months. College credit avail- Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
a primary care health clinic
We have flexibility to work
able. Starts August 28, 2001
and a domestic violence
Pan-kme and workstudy lobs around a student schedule for
also available. Stop by our the PT work & are located close prevention/education program
office at 116 Paseo de San to SJSU. Our FT positions come We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions:
Antonio between 3rd and 4th or with excellent benefits. This is a
Email sjadmissionsecityyearorg good opportunity to get practical Mental Health Counselors:
Provide direct mental health
408-294-3041. envwcityyear org experience in the field & work
with a great group of clients &
rehabilitation services to
agency’s clients
METEOROLOGIST: Full-time staff All majors welcome.E0E/AA
Requirements BA/MA in
position: Weathernews. an
international weather informa- GIRLS GANG PREVENTION behavioral sciences or related
field, fluent in vietnamese
tion provider, is seeking a highly Program, PfT Positions. 10-25
a plus
motivated & energetic individual hours/week. $12-$15 evenings.
Call
408-287-4170
ext
251
for
Youth Counselors:
to join their team in Chico. CA.
The successful candidate will rnore info & app. Or Fax resume Provide counseling assistance
to youths Requirements
work in the weather forecasting to 408-287-8025 Aftn: Dept WS.
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
division. Job responsibilities
HOTEL OE ANZA JOBS
or equivalent experience
include issuing weather fore
casts to clients locally. national- Alvt/PM Bellman-494-4726 ParV Family Advocates Domestic
Violence Program:
ly and internationally. A BS FT AM Reservasonist-494-4739.
Provide counseling and
degree in Meteorology, Physical
guidance at emergency
Science or 3+ years experience BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
shelter for battered women
required Send resume to w/ children wr autism. competiRequirements BA./BS in
Weathemews. 568 Manzanita tive pay, flex hrs. Psy. Ed, OT.
behavioral sciences or
Ave., #1. Chico. CA 95926 or Sp Ed. Child Dev & related fields
Ankee
408-945-2336,
mention
ad
equivalent experience
wni.com
wnichico
e-mail:
Volunteers Always Needed!
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA 535-$85/HR! Wear costume 0
Send resumes to
AACI
Probation Department - Group events 4 luds, S Bay SF FUN! Must
Human Resources
Counselors needed. Full or have car. be avail wtnds. No exp
Part-time, all shifts available req’d We train Call 831-457-8166
2400 Moorpark Ave *300
Starting at $17.44/hr Call 408San Jose. CA 95128
F/T. Hensel
278-5850 for more info and an SECRETARY,
Fax (408) 975-2745
appointment. For details & other Construction company Psteeet Email roland.acupido@aaci org
typing, filing
Probation Dept jobs, visit our secretary for phones,
from
51500 Weekly Potential
website at claraweb co sante- and invoicing. Work hours
mailing our circulars Free
clara.ca.us/probationfindex htm 7:30 to 4:30. Please fax resume
to 408-293-9832
information Call 202-452-5901
COUNSELORS-Full-time and
Part-time positions available in
girls & boys group home facilites
Flexible hours Tu-Sat evenings
and momings Paid internship
opportunities are available for
student studying Social Work.
Psychology and/or Criminal
Justice. Paid training. Must be
21, 60 completed college units.
clean DMV record. and criminal
check required. $9.50-10 50/br,
DOE. Call 408-281-4268 for
appointment or fax resumes to
408-281-4288

CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring
for Servers, Bartenders. Bussers
Hosts No expenence necessary.
Apply 0 Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm,
Mon -Fn or call 408-260-1100

SUMMER DAY CAMP Positions,
FT, $10-$13 per hour. Work with
at -risk girls in East San Jose.
Send resume to Girl Scouts of
Santa Clara County, Attn.
Rainbow, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach San Jose, CA 95128 or email
teens & adults. Company car & personnel girlscoutsofscc.org
training provided. No experience or tax to 408-287-4025.
necessary. Over 21, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
ACTIVITY AIDES WANTED
negotiable 408-971-0244.
for Friday Evening Recreational
Respite Program for Children
CALIFORNIA
with Special Needs. Call Easter
CAFE
Seals 408-295-0228.
Now Hiring
Foodservers!
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm, caring teachers for yearLunch & Dinner
round swimming lessons in our
Busy locations
Excellent income
brand-new. state-of-the-art indoor
facility. Experience a plus. No
Great benefits
Fax resume to
experience? We will train you.
408.296.2005 (attn RJM)
Choose your hours - as few as 4
or as many as 40 hours/week.
or apply in person
Morning, afternoon, evening &
M -F, 9arn.5pm at
CALIFORNIA CAFE
Saturday positions available.
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
Valley Fair
Westfield Shoppingtown
Club, 5400 Carnden Ave., SJ (408) 445-4913.
408.296.2233
www.calcafe.com
SUMMER CAMP Counselors
Directors Southwest YMCA
EARN EXTRA CASH
in Saratoga is hiring for the
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
summer. Excellent benefits, call
Healthy males, 19-40 years old 408-608-6833.
Univ. Students/Grads/Facully
LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M-F, 8-4:30 Now hiring caring teachers.
Experience a +. No experience?
We will train you! Year-round
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
swim lessons in brand new
BE AN EGG DONOR
Family Fertility Center
indoor teaching facility. AM, PM,
is seeking bright. responsible, Weekday & Saturday positions
non-smoking women ages 21-30 available. Surnmer only positions
with good medical history.
also available. Complimentary
Generous compensation.
atNetic dub membership included.
Apply at AVAC Swim School,
1-800-939-6886
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124.
408-445-4918 CALL TODAY!!!
Now Interviewing!!!

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

UFEGUARDS / Swim Instruct:we
No experience necessary. Will
KARATE INSTRUCTOR: Need train. Flexible hours. FT/PT.
a lob with a positive working Fun work environment. Close to
environment? Join the YMCA! SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 34.
Certified Karate instructor needed
LIFEGUARDS 8 SWIM
to teach kids. Contact Debi
Instructors needed.
408-226-9622 x 26 EOE
We will train
Call
YMCA
0 370-1877x18.
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for San Jose day camp
WATER
FITNESS
with emphasis on Multicultural,
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
Environment, & Sports programs
FT,PT Hours Available
for girls. M-F. June -Aug. Salary
6am-8pm. Monday-Friday
+ benefits. 2874170. eid 220 or
www.girtscoutsofsccorgicamp.html Call EasterSeals 408 295-0228
SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTORS It LEADERS
would you like to visit various
attractions this summer and
make money doing it? Then the
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley
is for you! We are looking for
energetic, fun, friendly, outgoing
individuals to lead our day camp
programs as well as specialty
camps. Must be 18 years of
age. enjoy working with kids,
have lots of energy and be a
good leader Benefits include:
making new friends, excellent
resume resource. be a leader to
youth, have lots of fun. Training
is provided Call 408-869-1010,
Fax 408-351-6477 or email
for
ymcalob scvymca org
more information
PLAN YOUR SUMMER NOW.
Be a carnp counselor at Kemidyn
Day Camp in Santa Cruz Transport
from Los Gate Ind. 831-427-8209.
employment@ kennolyn.com

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies
NANNY, homework help 2 children
6 & 9 Fall 2001, 10-15 hrs/wk
(occasional summer) Great rate.
flexible, WIDOW Glen Expenence,
car required. good DMV Call
Barbara 408-536-4633
WORKING MOM in Willow Glen
area needs CHILDCARE AND
LIGHT HOUSECLEANING help
from approx 3-6pm, Mon thru Fn
Valid CA Dever’s License & dean
DMV record req’d. also references
Please contact Amy 650-933-5754
(days) or 408-723-1431 (eves)
TOWN 8 COUNTRY Resources
is a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to
be a nanny. We have many
types of positions available
Part-time & full -tome afternoon
positions. $15-$20/hour .2-3 full
days per week: $300 - $600/
week Parl-time mornings $15$20/hr Fult-time off by 5 pm
Up to $3500/month Part-time
& full-time summer positions
South Bay. Peninsula. & East Bay
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
1-888-772-3999 WV.ON tandcr corn

AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
If you enjoy being around the
water and want to be paid for it,
then the YMCA of Santa Clara
Valley has the lob for you! We
will train you to lifeguard and/or
instruct swim lessons We have
indoor and outdoor pools Some
advantages of the YMCA are
flexible hours. compettive salary
and great benefits we have full- CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
time & part-time positions open Established Los Gatos agency
You must be at least 16 years of seeks warrn. caring students
for part and full time
age. enioy working with people,
nanny positions
and have the desire to give back
We list only the best lobs!
to the community There are 8
flexible around school
Hours
locations in the Santa Clara Valley
from 15 hrs / wk
to choose from so Call 408$14-$18/HR
869-1010. Fax 408-351-6477 or
Email YMCAJOB0scvymca reg. STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
TRAINING PROVIDED
www spnannies com

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools
ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant.
Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Akies. F/T & PfT positions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer
flexible hours. ECE units are
required for Teacher positions
but not req. for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please
call Cathy for an interview at
408-244-1968 or fax resume to
408-248-7350.
WANT TO EARN F.XTRA MONEY
AND
LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate perm/temp positions
as Teachers or Assistants at
ECE & After School Programs.
(408) 287-3222

PUN: 408-924-3277
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is
hiring P/T Teachers & Assistants.
2-6pm, M -F. and a FfT Director. COME WALK THE LABYRINTH
DIRECTOR F/T: 15 ECE units
Thurs. 8. Fn. - 10 3pm
with four years of experience or Volleyball Court, Next BBC pit.
BA in Child Development with
one year of experience.
YOUR PERSONALITY
TEACHER KT: 6 - 9 ECE units.
determines your happiness.
ASSISTANTS P/T: No experiKnow why?
ence necessary, Soc., Rec., or
Call 1-800-293-6463
Psych. units OK.
tor your free personality test
Please call Maria Hernandez
at 408-379-3200 x 21.
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS* year. Save 304 - 60%. For info
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
www.studentdental.com or
Opportunity for teaching exp.
wynegoldenwestdentalcom
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
ext. 408. EOEJAAE

WANTED

TUTORING
PARLEZ-VOUS FRANCAIS?
Exp personal French tutor, natve
spkr. gives private lessons. All
levels. Call Marlene
295-8515.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $SPAIDS$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural Guaranteed
Call (4081 793-5256

SHARED HOUSING

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
FREE RENT
99.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info LOST: VERY LARGE MALE CAT Roommates provide personal
Tabby
w/
white
paws,
lost
near
for blind
assVhousekeeping
& application. Immediate Need.
4th & William. Reward! 977-0932 homeowner Only pay utilities
Carroll
978-0574
DIRECTOR FOR KIDSPARK,
a quality recreation program LOST: NECKLACE-black/gray
serving
2-12
year
olds. cross on gold chain. Lost March WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Responsibilities include pro- 1st on campus or at the Spartan Find Rooms & Roommates Online
gram implementation, daily Memonal. Call Linda Reynolds #1 Roommate Matching Service
FREE to search 100’s ads!
operations & staff development. 650-369-8217 or 650-599-9490.
FREE to place your AD!
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
meet State of CA Title 22
Regulations Flexible schedule
days. eves, weekends. Team
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT
environment Benefits avail. FAX
Sport Iniury, Work Injury
QUIET SPOTLESS 2BR. $1400
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
Chiropractic Health Care
a dep. Lndry, prkng. No pets. 2
kidspark@kidspark-centers.com Ask Nicole Ha (408)821-5363 people only 408-559-1356 days.
or call for interview 408-260-7929.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? SPACIOUS 1 8 2 BDRM APTS
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
Call BIRTHRIGHT
Live in luxury & walk to school!
school seeks responsible indi- 408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900. We offer a pool. spa, sauna, full
viduals for extended daycare,
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
gym. on -site management. all
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE
appliances included, central A/C.
units required. Previous experiStop by today for a tour.
ence with children preferred.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Please call 244-1968 X 16.
THE COLONNADE
FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAP,
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639
Hawaii $139 o/w
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Europe $249 o/w (+tax)
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides PT & FT 4standby.com or 800-397-1098
with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment! Please call
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
PROFESSIONAL
TEACHER: Estrella Family
Good Student Discount
WORD PROCESSING
Services (formerly Gardner
International
Driver Welcomed
Theses, Term Papers,
Children’s Center) near downNo Driver Refused
Group Projects, etc.
town S.J. Full & part-time teacher
Call tor Free Quotes
All formats, including APA
& aides to work with preschool
408-272-0312
Experienced. Dependable
or school age children. ECE/CD
pnninsurdaol cum
Quick Return.
units and experience preferred.
PNN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Call Linda
Call 408-998-1343 EOE
(408) 264-4504.
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
quality recreabon program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities FLEX HOURS. days.
eves, weekends. PT/FT. Team
environment Benefits available.
FAX
ECE units preferred
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
resume to 408-260-7366 Email
1 Winner. for short
ludspark kidspark-centers com.
6 Pnncipal
or call for interview 408.260-7929
10 Gets the crook
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hours
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school Fun staff teams. great
Guide
experience in working with chil- 38
DOWN
40 Den baby
35 Departed
dren. career advancement.
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42
excellent FT/PT benefits and
37 Hockey arena
wheeler
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training opportunities Teachers
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43
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LOST & FOUND

HEALTH / BEAUTY

RENTAL HOUSING

TRAVEL

INSURANCE

WORD PROCESSING

Daily Crossword

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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DELIVERY DRIVERS
PARTY RENTAL BUSINESS.
Perfect for Students’
EARN $250 PER WEEKEND,
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292- 7876
SUPERIOR COURT ASST. Flex
hours $12 00Mr + units avail for
Admin Justice Good work habits
a must! Call Kelly 0 299-2931

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add ssssss for
additional
information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods Of services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
a coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$9
$11
SS
$7

Five
Days
$13

Nome

Please check

Aorke.

one

classification:

Rental Housing
_Lost and Found’
& Stale
ZO cOdek
Announcements
Shared Housing
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Real Estate
_Campus Clubs
Rhone
Services
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
Health/Beauty
_Events
20 + consecutive issues receive 10. off
Spartan Daily Classifieds
40 + consecutive issues receive 20. off
Sports/Thrills
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
50 + consecutive issues receive 25. off
Insurance
_For Sale
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Entertainment
_Autos For Sale
Local rotas apply to Santa Clara County atknartIsara
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Travel
_Electronics
? Deadline 10 00 a.m i1110 weekdays before publication
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces. IR All ads are prepaid. II No refunds on canceled ads
_Wanted
Tutoring
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad ? Rat s for consecutive ublication dates onl
_Employment
.Word Processing
? QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
" Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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LIGHTS: Groups collected 4,400

All systems go...

signatures before submitting petition
continued from Page I

David Maya Daily Staff
From left, Bethany Levinson, an accounting information systems major, Tri Tran and Kathy Dang, both management information systems majors, work on a group project outside the Business Tower building for their "Systems Analysis and Design" class.
The three group members were preparing a "problem definition report," which is worth 22 percent of their final grade.

Quest for solvency leads to more fees for once-free services
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
dot-com wipeout that obliterated
stock market fortunes is now
starting to chip away at consumers’ pocketbooks: Web sites
increasingly are charging for
information and services they
once provided for free.
A free-to-fee evolution now permeates the Internet, from regional sites like the Web edition of
Rochester, Minn.’s hometown
paper to heavily trafficked sites
such as Yahoo!, Major League
Baseball, Salon.com and online
telephone
directory
5551212.com

Even FreeEdgar, a storehouse
of financial documents filed by
publicly held companies, is charging for some services.
"Some people think everything
on the Internet should be free, but
those people are in for a surprise.
There aren’t going to be many
Web sites that aren’t charging in
the future if they want to stick
aro u nd ,"
predicted
PhotoPoint.com CEO Ed Bernstein.
San Francisco-based PhotoPoint, a digital photography site
with 1.6 million members, recently began charging $19.95 to

you can

$29.95 per year to use its formerly free online service for posting
and sharing photos.
"Tens of thousands" of PhotoPoint members already have sent
in money to subscribe, Bernstein
said.
Many of those subscribers
received a $9.95 promotional subscription that PhotoPoint initially
offered to existing members such
as Lori Hitchcock, a graduate student at the University of Indiana
who stores digital photos on the
site.
"I was dismayed when I found
out about the fee. I paid it for this

year, but I probably won’t pay it
again next year," said Hitchcock,
34. "A site is going to have something that really knocks my socks
off to get my money."
The pressure to charge Web
surfers is the next logical step in a
no-nonsense environment where
online advertising revenue has
dried up. These businesses must
either show a profit or face extinction, dot-com entrepreneurs and
analysts say.
"It’s going to take some time,
but it has to be done," said online
analyst Alan Alper of Gomez.com,
an e-commerce research firm.

moved forward with our request supported only by the SJSU Labor
Council, South Bay Labor Council
and Walk San Jose."
Shetty said he did not find out
about the issue until the initial
meeting with the labor unions.
"I never received any phone
calls or any messages," Shetty
said.
Aft,er listening to a presentation
made by the organizations, however, Shetty said he immediately
went to City Hall to get statistics
on the number of accidents at the
two intersections.
Reeves and her supporters have
been petitioning for a light at this
intersection since the beginning of
the semester.
On the first day of school, she
coordinated with a group of volunteers to go around campus encouraging students and faculty members to sign a petition to install the
light during the first week of
school.
About a month later, Reeves
was seen with a megaphone leading a group of picketers across
Fourth and San Fernando during a
protest rally.
Finally after collecting 4,000
signature petitions, Reeves and
other union members marched to
City Hall and presented the issue

to city council.
Reeves said thanks to the
union’s hard work and cooperation
with the university administration, City Council member Cindy
Chavez and the neighboring organizations, the traffic light is
expected t,o be installed by next
semester, as the unions had hoped
for.
Cookie Galvan, organizing
chair of the California State
Employment Association, said
she’s excited that they were able to
meet their main goal.
"This is for the employees, the
students and the community. This
was for all of us," Galvan said.
"People in numbers that’s what
counts."
Susan Oliver, a senior linguistics major, said she’s looking forward to having the traffic light
installed.
"We won’t have to walk across
and wonder if we’re going to make
it all he way to the other side,"
Oliver said.
Robert Cheng, a sophomore
human performance major, said a
traffic light is definitely needed at
the intersection of Fourth and San
Fernando streets.
"It should have been done a
long time ago," Cheng said. "You
should see the drivers’ faces.
They’re annoyed that they have to
stop for students."

President will direct federal
government to save energy
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush plans to direct federal
agencies to conserve energy, particularly in power-strapped regions
such as the West Coast, and is dispatching his energy secretary t,o
California to underscore his concern about the issue.
Bush will issue a presidential
directive on Thursday ordering federal agencies nationwide to cut
their own consumption, and was to
ask heads of executive departments and agencies to identify
areas where such savings might be
achieved, an administration official
said Wednesday. Federal buildings
throughout the nation were likely
targets of the energy-conservation

effort,s.
"This will be a nationwide directive at all federal facilities," the
official said, on condition of
anonymity.
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham and Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld were to meet with
Bush Thursday afternoon to discuss the nation’s energy situation.
Bush has faced intense pressure
to assist California during an electricity crisis that has threatened to
cripple the nation’s largest state.
Bush contends he has done virtually everything the state has asked
him to do, but Democratic Gov.
Gray Davis has accused him of
ducking the issue.

It’s easy to make
a child smile. A few words
of encouragement, maybe a special
reward for a special performance.
Parents do it all the time,
and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference
between a child who succeeds
and one who stumbles.
They are the ones who make
math fun and science seem like
an adventure into another world.

Teaching is the profession
that allows

,u to see the most

gratifying, immediate and
instantaneous reward of a job
well done - a child’s smile.

Make a child smile.
Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference
of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-calteach
or visit www.calteach.com

CalTeach, administered by the CSU Chancellor’s Office

